
PROPAGATE & 

EDUCATE



How I can make 

“MUSTQUITO” a

MOVEMENT?

QUESTION



QUESTION

How to effortlessly propagate the 

“MUSTQUITO” Message @ zero 

cost to large sections            of  the 

society ?

Jeevan Shastra, Life Science, for Living as Human Being    



Instead of inviting people, go to places where people have 
gathered .                                                                                   
All are zero cost meetings & there are 50 such opportunities.                                                                
See “Zero Cost for Valuable Cause” PPT Presentation.                                                                   
Always carry with you “Contact Information Collection Slip”  
& gather the contact details of   the participants for follow up 
Instead of inviting people, go to places where people have 
gathered .                                                                                       
All are zero cost meetings & there are 50 such opportunities.                                                                
See “Zero Cost for Valuable Cause” PPT Presentation.                                                                   
Always carry with you “Contact Information Collection Slip”  
& gather the contact details of   the participants for follow up 

PROPOGATE & EDUCATE 
Go to people & address them 

at their place about                                            

MUSTQUITO

MOSQUITO ExNoRa. 

Ask them to 

implement the 

simple ideas



…………………………………………………………………………………………

ExNoRa needs  your contact information for including you in our 
mailing list for our providing you information regularly on  
solutions  from Plastic Pollution Prevention to fighting Climate 
Change as well as to guide you to make your home & street an 
enviro-paradise 

Fill up the bottom slip & hand over now

Name:                                             Address:                     
Occupation/Designation: 

Mailing  Address:

Landline  Number Mobile Number E. mail ID 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

Create a Contact Information Slip in the format given below & always 

carry sufficient numbers with you. The contact information that you 

collect will be very useful in several regards particularly for follow up 

Here is the slip to be created using the computer.



Colleges Schools 

University Polytechnic 

You can spread MUSTQUITO  message  in the following 

places  @ zero cost where people  assemble and are readily 

available  



Hindu Temple Church ISLAM 
JAMATH

JAIN 
MANDIR Gurdwara Buddha Vihara

You can spread MUSTQUITO  message  in the following 

places  @ zero cost where people  assemble and are readily 

available  



Rotary Lions Round Table 

ExNoRa JAYCEES Red Cross 

You can spread MUSTQUITO  message  in the following 

places  @ zero cost where people  assemble and are readily 

available  



PASSENGER 
MESSENGER 

RWA 
ASSOCIATION

BANK UNION 

CHAMBER of 
COMMERCE OFFICES FACTORIES

You can spread MUSTQUITO  message  in the following 

places  @ zero cost where people  assemble and are readily 

available  



NCC NSS SCOUTS

INTERACT LEO CLUB STUDENT 
ExNoRa

You can spread MUSTQUITO  message  in the following 

places  @ zero cost where people  assemble and are readily 

available  


